Energy Pyramids: Feng Shui

As inspiration for the practical work, I would like to point out the connection from the energy
pyramids to the Bagua. The Bagua is the Mandala of the energy distribution according to the
laws of Feng Shui.
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In the last years, the old chinese art of steering the natural energy, that is reflected in water
and wind (Feng and Shui), has come to our western civilization. The old Chinese observed
the streams of water and wind in nature and wrote down their observations over thousands
of years. They got the result that the principles, like the energy flows, from where it comes
and where it goes can be found on all levels of the cosmos.
The 8-angular Bagua, the Yin-Yang-Symbol, surrounded by the 8 elementary signs of the I
Ging, the sacred book of the changes, summarizes these forces. As well as every pyramid,
the Bagua has to be directed in the house with a compass. It then shows which rooms of a
house lie in which energy influence.
Because of its 8 corners an Energy Pyramid corresponds exactly to the Bagua, we can put
the Bagua under the energy pyramid. In this way, we learn more about the effect of the
energy. Each leg and each corner of an Energy Pyramid has another color (mentally seen)
and consequently another energy oscillation. According to the teachings of the Feng Shui,
the concepts in the diagram above correspond to the directions and the flow of the cosmic
energy, as well the respective organs are supported.
The stated colors support the flow of the energy. The italics declares the colors of the aura,
that I can mentally see by the respective legs and corners. A room in the south therefore

would be well-suited as reception area or living room in order to promote the own prestige. It
should be held in red tones. A room in the southwest is good for a couple suitable as
bedroom and should be held in orange or pink. A room in the north would be suitable as
office in order to do career. It should contain black furniture, as well as an aquarium (water).
It is good for successful telephone calls (ear). The other directions are to be handled
accordingly.
Some time ago, we discovered an interesting phenomenon: A friend questioned us, whether
it is possible to stabilize the energy field of a smaller energy pyramid somehow, so to
reinforces the inside field and to restrict the outside. As a result, I got the picture of 4 crystal
sticks with particular pillars of massive brass from Horus.
The 4 crystal sticks are set up vertically and they must correspond to the colors, that I can
see metally at the legs of the energy pyramids (the aura of the legs as shown in the
diagram).
You can choose different gems, however for this purpose we need the colors red, green ,
blue and yellow. The colors should be harmonic, for example all powerful, all pastel, or all
transparent. If 4 of these crystal sticks are set up in a big rectangle or square around the
energy pyramid, they act as restriction stations of the strength field. The strength of the field
between the sticks becomes clearly stronger, the energy flow outside into the wide
surroundings becomes weaker.
You can post the 4 sticks in the corners of a room, or distribute them in the whole house, all
on the same level as the energy pyramid, or even on the whole property!
If you like, you can beautify and reinforce the effect of the crystal sticks with acrylic tubes or
place their feet on matching acrylic pillars. Very beautiful, artistically appealing objects can
be created out of these combinations which revalue each apartment and additonally
influence the climate of the room in a very positive way.
We have also found that the effect of the energy pyramids can be improved once again if
they are placed a bit elevated, not quite flat on a table. It has an favorably effect, if we place
an Energy Pyramid A or B on an acrylic ring. It looks very nice and because of the ring or the
tube (according to the height), it does no longer matter if a small wardrobe stands at the wall
and the Energy Pyramid, with compass directed to north, in another angle is placed upon it.
Which house has already exactly north south direction?
With the small model A we gain another advantage. For model A there are no crystal sticks
to build in. Attempts relating to this didn't bring any satisfactory result. However, we can
insert gems or natural remedies into the acrylic rings that we use as pillars and can transfer
the effect of the objects into the energy field of the Energy Pyramid.
It becomes especially dynamic if you put a small mountain crystal pyramid or another crystal
pyramid into the acrylic ring.
Let me say another couple of words about the application of the pyramid energy: Energy
Pyramids reinforce the strength of our thaughts! For this reason, the honest will reinforce
their honest plans and will realize them. The energy pyramids are perfect in themselves.
There is no need for changes. Whoever starts with dishonest plans will try to influence
others. This negativity will reflect on him. Negative thaughts have a much lower vibration.
The successful use of black magic against other people was always temporal very restricted.
As glaring example, think of Hitler and his clan. They wanted to dominate the world. Their
millennial empire totally lasted 7 years! Whoever thinks and deals in this way is digging his
own grave. Who knows a bit about the law of the karma, about cause and effect, will
understand what I want to tell you. The others will find it out someday. Please look at the

'Universal Law' and the 'Four New Commandments' (Channel Messages).
For the successful application, the owners and users are responsible. Make the best out of it!
Please don't try to clean up the life of your fellow men or to fight any villain. That is not the
meaning. Use the energy in order to shape your own life more and more beautiful and
successful. That's the point. Go ahead with good example.
You have the right to a beautiful, pleasant, happy and successful life. Everyone that was
born here on Earth is allowed to shape his environment beautiful. That is your innate right.
Make use of it! You will see, to that extent you understand this mysterious energy, how it
works and how one can perceive it, to the same extent your life will change positively. Some
exceptional but also many small points can be collected. Sometimes, you are really driven
ahead by this wonderful energy!
Some people tell about a first aggravation of their circumstances, about spontaneous
changes, about the loss of old, well-loved circumstances, with which they didn't want to part
and prevented them every further development. It is as similar as with the effect of high
potencies of the homeopathy. There first aggravations also have to be expected.
An old man, heavily at lung cancer sickens, came to me and thought, whether he can be
rescued by an Energy Pyramid. He touched it for a longer time, then he straightened up
again gazing with an otherworldly, shrewd and energy-loaded look and said to me: 'Now that
I saw this, I know that life goes on, and I can go in silence.' A few days later, he died in
peace, because he suddenly knew that there is a beaming light hereafter and a life after this
life!
A young family, that could hardly afford it, got a BModell. They love each other and it brings
them joy. They reported about quite great changes and see the connection between their
love, the pyramid and the luck that they suddenly have.
Another young family, quite unsatisfied, but they can afford it without problems, complained
that the pyramid didn't solve all problems immediately. Unfortunately, that's not the way it
goes. The pyramid is no miracle that solves all difficulties. We by ourselves cause our own
difficulties, by inattentiveness or as teachings for our development on Earth. Only we
ourselves can solve our problems.
The energy pyramid can give us more Prana and a stimulation from higher levels. We can
rest and regenerate in the environment of the Pyramid and solve our tasks with cosmic
support!
'The sins of the past and the new strength stand in contrast like two wild animals, and the
stronger of both definitely wins.' (Yogavasistha)
My God, let them finally believe in what the old psalm says: 'The Lord is my shepherd, he
feeds me on a green meadow and leads me to the fresh water, nothing will be lacking me!'
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